Modularity = Flexibility = $avings

Any way you add them up, the BLX positioner (V100) and feedback (R100) equal reduced inventory and less time to configure the proper product, which means $avings.

The BLX positioner can be ordered as a base model pneumatic positioner, converted to standard NEMA 4X electropneumatic, EX model, or FF (fail freeze) model in a matter of minutes, without removing the unit from the mounted valve package. You can add gauges, a feedback module, or a raised indicator, at any time....in just a matter of minutes. Of course, you can also order them configured in any of these models and then change or remove components in the field as needed. Maximum modularity equals maximum flexibility. And with a simple design and quality components, the performance is maximum as well.
Marketed by VAC (Valve Accessories & Controls, Inc.), the BLX positioner line will be supported by a knowledgeable and professional staff. Customer service is a key component to the VAC package. Local inventories and technical assistance are just a phone call away.

The VAC product package includes a diverse mix of positioners and feedback switches for positioner mounting and/or stand alone use. Quality design and manufacturing are coupled with very competitive pricing and excellent service, providing all process industries a “complete package”.

VAC offers mounting kits (from stock) for a variety of actuators, making standardization through retrofitting existing packages with the BLX positioner simple. And if we don’t have the kit in stock, we will make every effort to service the application with special mounting.